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1. Announcements
2. Papers
3. Questions
4. Motion

The Right Honourable Prime Minister, Minister of Defence, Home Affairs, Minister for Rodrigues and National Development Unit –

“That all the business on today’s Order Paper be exempted from the provisions of paragraph (2) of Standing Order 10.”

5. Statements by Ministers
6. Motion

The Honourable Second Member for Grand River North West and Port Louis West, Mrs Marie Danielle Selvon

“That an Address be presented to the President of the Republic of Mauritius in the following terms –

We, the Members of the Mauritius National Assembly, here assembled, beg leave to offer our thanks to the President of the Republic of Mauritius for the Speech which he has addressed to us on the occasion of the Opening of the First Session of the Sixth National Assembly”.

Urmeelah Devi Ramchurn (Ms)
Acting Clerk of the National Assembly
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